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The Internet Reacted With 
Some Excitement



















Many People Become 
Involved

























Quantum Supremacy 
Through Overly Excited 
News Articles*

*Who even reads papers these days
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Why are scientist so 
excited about 
“quantum 
supremacy”

Quantum supremacy:

● is achievable in real-world systems 
● is not precluded by hidden physical laws
● heralds the era of Noisy Intermediate Scale 

Quantum (NISQ) technology

It’s a proof of principle!
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Did Google demonstrate quantum supremacy?





What Did Google Do?



The Device



Random Circuit 
Sampling

● Prepare qubits
● Perform random gates
● Measure qubits to get binary strings
● Repeat to gain collection of binary strings



Random Circuit Sampling
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What does it mean 
to ‘not quite exist’

1. Very noisy device so cannot perform predictable 
computations

2. Cannot simulate classically by definition



Cross-Entropy 
Benchmarking

● Measures something like  the mean of the 
probabilities of the bit strings measured
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Mean probability 
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Cross-Entropy Benchmarking

001010...1011011

Mean probability of 
outputs sampled is 
very low



Cross-Entropy 
Benchmarking

● Measures something like  the mean of the 
probabilities of the bit strings measured

● Would like a high cross-entropy
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[ P(x = 0011010101010101) +
P(x = 0110100101010000) +

…
P(x = 1101001010110101) ] / m

Cross-Entropy! :D

These take exponential time to compute! :(
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Cross-Entropy Benchmarking
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Quantum Supremacy 

Good approximate for 
full circuit cross-entropy 

Conjecture full circuit 
also performs well











Disadvantage of 
Google Approach

● Gates are (kind of fixed) making other 
applications hard to implement

● Difficult to know how to improve device



Advantages of 
Quantum Volume

Uses very similar circuits but is agnostic to:

● connectivity of device
● gate set of device

which allows one to compare devices.

Less specialised just for the demonstration of 
quantum supremacy and more of a benchmark

Comparison makes it possible to suggest 
improvement.

Still difficult to connect performance to applications.



Quantum Volume - Device Comparison 



Let’s Take it One 
Step Further

Incorporate:

● compiler to explore full stack 
● application to be fairer to real world use



Quantum Volume - Compiler Comparison



Quantum Volume - Application Aware







What should they 
do next?

● Clear up loopholes 
● Fault Tolerance!






